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    As one indispensable part in business negotiations and trade, contracts shall 
follow certain rules and regulations. And with the all-round influence of globalization 
in China, More and more enterprises in China are actively engaging in foreign trade. 
Thus the bilingual translation of contract is urgently needed. However, A translator 
cannot complete the translation of contracts without the prior learning of the writing 
standards of Contracts in target language and theories for translation. Translation is a 
process in which the translator expresses the version in target language on the 
premise of understanding the meaning of source language. Therefore, only does the 
translator understand the meaning of the text firstly and macroscopically, can he 
finally transfer source language into target language successfully. And this kind of 
understanding is the acquisition of the overall style and the information of the text in 
nature. 
    In recent years, more and more theses begin to study contract translation from 
theoretical perspectives, such as functional theory, the theory of memetics and 
stylistics. But because contracts have many categories, and differ in items, styles and 
content, it is more suitable to study contract translation by category. This paper 
focuses on the contracts for sales and purchase, the most common contract, and 
studies the stylistic characteristics of the contracts for sales and purchase. Besides, the 
linguistics tool, Range is applied for the analysis of wording in the contracts. This 
thesis also applies the editing function of WPS to select and position the words and 
phrases in the contracts. Thus plenty of examples can be produced to explore 
translating skills of contracts for sales and purchase quickly and accurately. 
    Stylistics refers to the linguistic research on the style of text. Translating shall be 
done under the overall learning of style. Otherwise, the version would not comply 
with the text. On the current situation, the study of stylistics focuses on three 














stylistics is a branch of stylistics. And "the functional theory of language", which was 
put forward by Halliday, is a powerful tool for stylistic research. Halliday states out 
that the three metafunctions of language are all capable of producing stylistic 
meaning. Style can be compatible with the conceptual meaning. This thesis mainly 
applies the theories on stylistics in varieties and functional stylistics. 
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